Environmental Studies

Phone: 314-935-7047
Email: bowinston@wustl.edu
Website: http://enst.wustl.edu

Faculty

Director
David Fike (https://eps.wustl.edu/people/david-fike/)
Professor, Department of Earth & Planetary Sciences
Director, International Center for Energy, Environment and Sustainability (InCEES)
Director, Environmental Studies Program
PhD, Massachusetts Institute of Technology
(Earth and Planetary Sciences)

Associate Director
Eleanor Pardini (https://enst.wustl.edu/people/eleanor-pardini/)
Senior Lecturer and Research Scientist
Associate Director, Environmental Studies Program
Contact for Environmental Biology
PhD, University of Georgia
(Biology)

Additional Faculty
Solny Adalsteinsson (https://tyson.wustl.edu/people/solny-adalsteinsson/)
Staff Scientist, Tyson Research Center
(Environmental Studies)

Sharon Deem (https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Sharon_Deem/)
DVM, PhD, DACZM
(Environmental Studies; Saint Louis Zoo)

Karen DeMatteo (https://enst.wustl.edu/people/karen-dematteo/)
Senior Lecturer
PhD, Saint Louis University
(Environmental Studies; GIS)

Elizabeth Hubertz (http://law.wustl.edu/faculty_profiles/profiles.aspx?id=6728)
Lecturer in Law
Assistant Director, Interdisciplinary Environmental Clinic
JD, University of Virginia
(Law; Interdisciplinary Environmental Clinic)

Scott Krummenacher (https://polisci.wustl.edu/people/scott-krumenacher/)
Lecturer
PhD, Saint Louis University
(Political Science)

Doug Ladd (https://www.samfoxschool.wustl.edu/portfolios/doug_ladd/)
Lecturer
MS, Southern Illinois University

Suzanne Loui (https://enst.wustl.edu/people/suzanne-loui/)
Lecturer
PhD, Saint Louis University
(Biology; Environmental Studies)

Beth Martin (https://enst.wustl.edu/faculty-staff/beth-martin/)
Teaching Professor
MS, Washington University
(Environmental Studies)

John Parks (http://enst.wustl.edu/people/john-parks/)
Lecturer
PhD, Washington University
(Environmental Studies; University College)

Froggi VanRiper (https://enst.wustl.edu/people/froggi-vanriper/)
Lecturer
PhD, Oregon State University
(Environmental Studies)

Bill Winston
Lecturer
MS, Washington University
(Environmental Studies; University College)